
  

No. GS/AIGETOA/63             Dated 04.08.2014  

  

To  

The Shri A.N Rai   

Chairman and Managing Director  

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited  

Janpath, New Delhi  

  

Subject: Humble request for agenda meeting on long pending HR issues.  

   

Respected Sir,  

Your kind attention is invited towards our various long pending issues, badly affecting the legitimate 

benefits of executives including social and future security. Thousands of executives under the banner 

of this association have already shown their extreme resentment in form of mass protest including 

huger fast. Management at every time appreciated the legitimacy of the issues and committed verbally 

as well as in writing but yet most of the issues remain unaddressed. Your good self is also aware of the 

fact the being recruited after inception of BSNL in Oct-2000, our some of the issues are entirely 

different then other section of executives including middle and top management hence our some of 

the benefits already ordered by BSNL CO are also not being taken care by the field units. Being a leading 

CPSE of the country and being run by cream of the engineers of the country, BSNL should present the 

examples for other CPSEs by addressing the legitimate issues of executives on merit and time bound 

manner. Executives in CPSEs are part of management and it is beyond the imagination that most 

qualified and voluble HR asset of BSNL are forced to stage protest just for resolution of their grievances 

and legitimate dues. Such protest, agitation, Dharna are not only lowering the image of the company 

but also lowering the image of executives concern as well as authority responsible. It is the time of 

serious introspection why executives who are supposed to be part of management are staging protest 

frequently. Instead of blaming executives association top management must take lead to establish 

better relationship by resolving legitimate issues on merit and time bound manner.  

This association wants fresh beginning under the leadership of your good self with high hope that long 

pending issues of the executives represented by this association will be resolved on merit and in time 

bound manner. We humbly seek some of your precious time for agenda meeting for amicable 

resolution of following issues.  

1. Finalization of standard pay scale as per DPE Order i.e. E2 for JTO equivalent and E3 for 

SDE equivalent from 01-01-2007 as DPE has already rejected the proposal of BSNL for 

introducing intermediate pay scale of E1A and E2A.  



2. Extending E2 pay scale to direct recruits JTO/JAO from Oct-2000 or pensionary benefits 

as ordered by GoI to avoid discrimination among absorbed and direct recruit’s executives.  

3. Pay parity issue of executives recruited before and after 01.01.2007 as to comply the 

basic motto of pay revision to end the disparity having cumulative effects.   

4. 30% Superannuation benefits including post retired medical benefits on defined 

contribution basis as recommended by DPE as BSNL fulfils all the conditions laid down by 

DPE.  

5. Conduction of LDCE for SDE (T) as per the provision of RR and ordered by Honorable court 

of law to conduct LDCE every years.  

6. Scrapping the MT RR and introducing time bound functional promotion with provision of 

fast track promotion to qualified and performing executives for succession plan of top 

management.  

7. Consideration of transfer request under Rule-8 and Special recruitment in hard tenure 

circles so that transfer policy of the company can be implemented in true sense and 

without discrimination.  

8. Declaration of result of DGM recruitment including internal candidates so that actual 

analysis of talent available within company can be established.  

9. Wrong/Non-implementation of various order in field units issued by BSNL CO. (order 

related to maintaining EPF account, order related to grievance redressal, order related to 

invoking no work no pay etc.)  

10. Separate recognition and formal platform to the association of direct recruits recruited 

after inception of BSNL as their service benefits are different than absorbed executives 

hence form distinct category of executives.   

11. Last but not least, victimization of top leadership of this association by misusing the 

authority against the provision of the policy and rules.   

This association has already submitted detail letter with justification and documents at various 

platform now it require interactive discussion. Most of the issues stated above are not our demands 

but our legitimate dues and remain long pending due to policy decision and lack of concern of the 

authority. We are very much confident that we will be able to reach to amicable resolution under your 

kind leadership hence anticipating your appointment at the earliest.  

Thanking you,  

  

Faithfully Yours  
S/d  

 [R. P. Shahu]  
General Secretary     

  

Copy to:  

1. Shri Anupam Srivastava, DIR (CM), BSNL  

2. Shri N.K. Gupta, DIR (CFA), BSNL   

3. Shri Neeraj Verma, Sr.GM (SR), BSNL CO  

   


